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In this presentation we model a possible future where humans can feed themselves
sustainably, while at the same time running a number of other sectors sustainably such as 
energy, traffic, forestry, fisheries, waste management, industrial production, economies, 
and our social care of each other. There is one framework designed to make sure all 
sectors can become sustainable together, within the same universal sustainability
constraints. They are called ”boundary conditions for sustainability”. Anything and any
vision complying with those conditions is sustainable, anything outside of the boundary
conditions is not. 
Strategic sustainable development, i.e. moving systematically and with an improved 
economy towards a robust universal definition of sustainability, regardless where you are 
in the “archipelago”, may be an engaging and intellectually appealing thought. Just like 
“playing chess” may be an intellectually appealing thought for people who are interested 
in strategic thinking in theory and practice. However, without actually playing chess, or 
planning and acting strategically towards sustainability, real knowledge about chess and 
strategic sustainable development is difficult to acquire. The strategic “game” of 
sustainable development, i.e. learning how to use the Framework for Strategic Sustainable 
development (FSSD), is referred to as the “ABCD” process. This presentation is about this 
hands-on way of analysing, envisioning, planning, choosing tools, deciding on strategic 
actions, following up, monitoring and communicating strategic sustainable development. 
However, “ABCD” need not be formal or clumsy; it is a completely intuitive way of 
formatting strategic thinking in general. So it can, for instance, be the chosen format of a 
chairman leading a conversation at a board meeting without even mentioning any of the 
terms of the ABCD. The ABCD is a developed way of “Swot-analysis”, equipped with a 
definition of sustainability plus hands-on guidelines for strategic step-wise planning and 
decision making. 
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This whole presentation is really not about people needing to study a lot before they 
can start acting or investing. It is the opposite way around, i.e. learning by doing in 
line with a structure that, to be honest, is completely intuitive for any strategic 
thinker. Strategic thinkers know, for example, that you cannot even begin practicing
strategic thinking if you don’t know where you are going. Furthermore, that complex 
goals in complex systems call for boundary conditions by which you can be innovative 
and co-create “outside of the box”. The main mission of this presentation is not only 
to present modern science that makes this possible – at last. We hope, as much, to 
be inspire a positive attitude that strategic thinkers may intuitively apply to 
sustainable development. Fortunately, a growing number of leaders and organizations 
are currently learning how to apply this attitude in reality, learning by doing. 
They co-create big-picture goals that can exist i.e. check them against the basic 
Sustainability Principles. 
They realize that each step towards such goals needs to serve technically, culturally 
and economically as platforms for forthcoming steps towards the goal. All to avoid 
the disastreous and costly wall of the ”funnel”.

An increasing number of organizations have also begun to cooperate systematically 
towards societal goals. In these exciting cases, organizations within and across sectors 
are learning to comply with robust boundary conditions for sustainability together. 
For instance in value chains informed by FSSD, or in even wider stakeholder networks 
where also finance institutes and polticians are involved - Product Service Systems. 

An increasing number of those proactive stakeholder networks furthermore 
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understand the self-benefit or competitive advantages of such strategies, over and 
above what others are doing. In other words, we need not wait for systematic action 
until our obsolete macro-economy and geopolitics have improved. On the contrary, 
competent strategic development and investing pays off more and more, even within
our obsolete paradigm, which in turn opens up for creation of rolemodels for 
attraction of more effective policies – in positive re-inforcing cycles. 

For that same reason, investing in companies moving in this direction is the perhaps 
most essential element of societal change – to seed money to where it needs to be 
and before it is too late.

Having said this, we need to address one strong warning: proactivity is not enough 
per se, nor ethics, nor ”clean tech”. Strategic competence, i.e. ABCD towards robust 
sustainability principles, must support all these initiatives.

Difficult? Well, over and above the ethical and intellectual advantages of this intuitive 
way of thinking, it is also more fun, easier and economically viable than any other 
alternative. 
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S T R AT E G I C  S U S TAI N AB L E  
D E V E L O P M E N T

How does leadership unify ethics with money, small topic with all of civilization, 
past and now with the future, all tools with planning, and sectors with each other? 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/journal-of-cleaner-production/vol/140/part/P1

Recent breakthrough in science

In a special volume of Journal for Cleaner Production (JCP), the scientific journal with the largest 
impact-factor on the sustainability arena, the international front-line of strategic planning for 
sustainability has recently been published. Via the displayed web-address, you can access the 
summaries of this volume. 

The scientific breakthroughs on this arena are as sensational as they are dangerously unknown by 
most leaders today:
1. Sustainability is now defined in a robust way, you can monitor and control your transition towards 

it. 
2. Doing this systematically is growingly easier, more fun, and economically more rewarding than 

any alternative. 
3. In this way you can also make more real use of the UN sustainability goals, Circular economy, 

Planetary Boundaries, ISO26000, GRI and any other tool or concept for sustainability.  

If you want to complete your understanding of this highly important topic, you may chose to read not 
only this PP presentation and the summaries of the special volume the web-address leads to, but also 
review the special volume. If you chose to do this, there is a fast track manual, perhaps 30 minutes or 
so, to get a quite good overview:
• Browse the editorial, the first article of the volume. It reviews the unique features of leadership 

and re-design for sustainability, and explains why this kind of knowledge, ”How do you actually do
this”, is absolutely key. 

• Browse second article, about the Prisoner’s dilemma, to get a deeper sense of the self-benefit, the 
business case, of sustainability.

• Browse article 3, a review of 29 years work behind the leading unifying framework for strategic 
sustainable development, FSSD.

• Browse article 6, an article about the process of cross-sector FSSD planning and cooperation.
• When reading the editorial, you may find other articles you would like to read more in depth, they 

are all presented here. 



Fuzzy Logics 
Systems View of Life
System Dynamics
Complex-Adaptive-Systems 
Integral-theory
Cynefin framework…

Ecological Economics
Bio-mimicry
Circular economy
Doughnut
Business modelling
Fifth Discipline
CSR… 

UN SDGs
Planetary boundaries

Scenario-planning
Future Search
Open space…

Black box filled with sophisticated concepts

Direct tools

Business and
Economy

Ecological and
Social

Dialogue and 
Process

Purpose-confusion in Action-confusion out

Any tool/program/tool to deal with complexity directly, or indirectly through various
means within the fields ’business and economy’, ’ecological and social systems’, or 
’dialogue and process’ may be fine in themselves. Yet they will all fail unless informed
by robust boundary conditions for ’purpose’ with its robust ABCD logic for 
backcasting from such boundary conditions. Such failure of tools is more common 
than not, which is such a pity. Many tools are designed as sophisticated means for 
manageing various aspects that follow from the purpose ”sustainability”. With a 
robust definition of this you can determine how the various tools relate to it, what
aspects they cover, and thereby how they can be used cohesively together. And 
conversely, without a robust operational definition of purpose the universe of 
sophisticated tools for complexity management turns to phenomenology. 
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ABCD 
- The mindset of Strategic Sustainable 

Development (SSD) materialized -

Professor Karl-Henrik Robèrt

Strategic sustainable development (SSD), i.e. moving systematically and with an 
improved economy towards a robust universal definition of sustainability, may be an 
engaging and intellectually appealing thought. Just like “playing chess” may be an 
intellectually appealing thought for people who are interested in strategic thinking in 
theory and practice. However, without actually playing chess, or planning and acting 
strategically towards sustainability, real knowledge about chess and strategic 
sustainable development is difficult to acquire. The strategic “game” of sustainable 
development, i.e. learning how to use the Framework for Strategic Sustainable 
development (FSSD), is referred to as the “ABCD” process. This presentation is about 
this hands-on way of analysing, envisioning, planning, choosing tools, deciding on 
strategic actions, following up, monitoring and communicating strategic sustainable 
development. However, “ABCD” need not be formal or clumsy; it is a completely 
intuitive way of formatting strategic thinking in general. So it can, for instance, be the 
chosen format of a chairman leading a conversation at a board meeting without even 
mentioning any of the terms of the ABCD. The ABCD is a developed way of “Swot-
analysis”, equipped with a definition of sustainability plus hands-on guidelines for 
strategic step-wise planning and decision making. 



1. Forests
2. Cropland
3. Water-tables
4. Chemicals
5. Heavy metals
6. Climate
7. Diversity
8. Trust
9. Cohesion
10. Social health
11.  …

The presentation is about the competence to run ABCD workshops to help projects, 
organizations, and regions become sustainable while helping socity at large to be the 
same. Slides 1-26 explains the context, i.e. the FSSD up to the idea with the StepWise
group. The following slides are an abridged presentation on how to become a skilful
ABCD facilitator of group-creativity and community building, a ”sustainability chess-
player”. It is used for in-house product/service development, co-creation across
departments, sectors, value chains and regions, and in project planning across
disciplines. 
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Reductionism
- Getting lost in detail -

The main problem of un-sustainability is not that a general human characteristic 
would be greed. Most people are wonderful and helpful and sometimes even self-
sacrificing. Sometimes we are greedy too. But the latter has little value as a general 
explanation since the winning game, even from a selfish point of view, is systematic 
sustainable development. 

Is the problem short-sightedness? But who has shown that you cannot be a winner in 
the short term in a way that allows you to be a winner also in the longer term? 

The main problem is probably neither of those things. The main problem is that 
though people are generally intelligent at the individual level, very large groups have 
a tendency to underperform when it comes to planning in complex systems. A major 
driver of this is reductionism, an obsession with details. It is like we are all seeking 
knowledge, but risk drowning in information. The “silo” mentality between people in 
large groups.



T H E  WI L L I S  T H E R E ,  A L S O I N  B U S I N E S S

The UN Global Compact-Accenture CEO Study on Sustainability 2013

In the world’s largest CEO study on sustainability to date, more than 1,000 top 
executives from 27 industries across 103 countries
assess the past, present and future of sustainable business; discuss a new global 
architecture to unlock the full potential of business in
contributing to global priorities; and reveal how leading companies are adopting 
innovative strategies to combine impact and value creation. This result was achieved 
already in September 2013, and most people agree that this positive development of
awareness goes on. The problem we are now dealing with is the relative lack of
competence to act on that same awareness. The picture’s last number in the upper
right corner, 83%,  serves as a natural platform to launch from. 
CEOs in business feel that politicians should be better informed about sustainability. 
Which is most likely right in itself. But there is a hidden flaw of perception here: most
CEOs in business believe that unless politicians step up and create sustainability
derived policies and legislation that are the same for all, proactive companies will
loose relatively those companies who do not take on the ”costs” for sustainable
development. However, a full understanding of (i) the business case explained by ”the 
funnel” (see below), and (ii) guidelines for how to strategically and competitively
move towards the funnel opening, is a winning game regardless what politicians do 
(see slides 9 and 10 below). Politicians can increase the pace of S.D by learning from 
CEOs with such skills, informing policies and legislation based on strategic systems 
knowledge, and that is a key element of the whole StepWise endeavor! Proactive
business people stimulating and encouraging proactive politicians. 
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OUR GREATEST  CHALLENGE I S  

NOT…

C L I M A T E C H A N G E ,   P O L L U T I O N ,  

D E F O R E S T A T I O N ,  D E C L I N I N G F R E S H -

W A T E R T A B L E S ,  S H R I N K I N G P H O S P H A T E

R E S E R V E S ,  P O V E R T Y ,  T E R R O R I S M ,  

F I N A N C I A L C R I S I S ,  G R E E D …

B U T …
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OUR LEADERS DON’T LEAD!
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INCOMPETENCE DUE TO 
TWO FLAWED DOCTRINES

• Doing what is right does not pay off unless costs are 

shared by all.

• Sustainability cannot be defined. 
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F IRST QUEST ION ABOUT ABCD:  
” W H Y O U R O R G A N I Z A T I O N ? ”
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VISION

WEL L ,Y ES ,  G OOD F OR  A LL…A ND …
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VISION

Y OU WI LL G ET
R E L A T I V E L Y S T R O N G E R E C O N O M Y  F R O M  …

• Opportunities!

• Materials

• Energy

• Waste

• Insurance

• Productivity

• Innovation

• Transactions

• Social impacts

• Tax

• …

n. Image and PR
1) Interested to read more?Ask faculty for  

article on Prisoner’s dilemma

1)

What will resources cost further ahead in the funnel, as we keep loosing them? 
Insurance costs if you are relatively others a great part of the problem? Opportunity
costs if you fail to foresee what people will ask for and how markets will develop
further ahead in the funnel? Survival issues are very convincing in the end, so the 
overriding strategic guidelines are obvious:
1. While being obliged to earn money from old investments made in the previous

paradigm, 
2. …launch investments that are economically feasible today, at the same time as 

they lay the ground for forthcoming investments towards the opening of the 
funnel (i.e. not right into its wall). 
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SECOND QUEST ION ABOUT ABCD:  

” H O W? ”
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Reductionism
- Getting lost in detail -

So, how do we get out of reductionism?



Sustainability1.0

Sustainability 3.0

In the early days of inevitable paradigm shifts, picking low hanging fruit is OK. You can
always change some obvious toxin to something less toxic, and why not turn to 
recycled materials when those are cheeper than virgin feedstocks? It is when the 
higher hanging fruit is to be picked strategically thinking organizations can no longer
react on problems. The higher hanging fruit, so called because they rely on relatively
larger investments, tackle the problems of old paradigms at a deeper level. Now we
are not only going to make energy systems a bit less destructive. They are eventually
going to comply with basic sustainability principles all together. The same goes for 
traffic systems, forestry, agriculture, fisheries, spatial planning, and material flows in 
industry. Anybody can understand that society does not become sustainable unless
all those key-systems get sustainable together. How could this happen, unless
sustainability is defined at the basic principled level? Possible sustainable scenarios, 
when all essential subsystems are sustainable together, can only be modelled if we
have access to basic sustainability principles, applied as boundary conditions for re-
design. 
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TH IS I S  WHAT SHOULD HAPPEN UNDER 
’S US TA I N A B I L I TY 3 .0 ’

Sustainability principles =  Boundary conditions

VISION
Purpose/Mission

Core Values

Strategic goals/KPI

INTEGRATED

IMAGE OF

THE GOAL

Criteria

1. Neccesary

2. Enough

3. General

4. Concrete

5. Non-overlapping

To be operational, boundary conditions for any type of strategic challenge – principles
of checkmate, or cure of the deadly disease cancer, or cure of the deadly disease un-
sustainability – should comply with five necessary criteria. They allow for open-ended
(non-prescriptive) creative community building sessions. Any sustainable scenario –
and there are myriad possibilities – would comply with the principles. And any
scenario that does not comply with all the boundary conditions is non-sustainable
and will cease to exist. 
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T H E  S E A R C H  

F O R  U N I F Y I N G  O P E R AT I O N A L  

P R I N C I P L E S  M U S T  O B V I O U S LY

B E G I N H E R E . . .

T H E  Q U E S T I O N O F O U R T I M E :  

W H I C H A R E T H E  B A S I C
M E C H A N I S M S B E H I N D T H E  

M Y R I A D  L I F E - T H R E A T E N I N G

I M P A C T S ,  A N D  H O W C A N W E
D E V E L O P O U R B U S I N E S S  

W I T H O U T C O N T R I B U T I N G T O  A N Y
O F T H O S E M E C H A N I S M S ?

If we are to find such unifying principles for sustainability, applied as boundary
conditions for any sustainable goal or vision, we must begin at this scale. What are
the basic mechanisms by which civilization destroys this system more and more –
causing the funnel of systematic decline through myriad of dangerous symptoms? If 
we could find such root-causes, we would be close to define our boundary
conditions for sustainable re-design. 
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BASIC MECHANISMS OF DESTRUCTION

1 2 3

Earth’s crust Societal production Physical means

Assimilation capacity

Regulation capacity

Food capacity

Diversity…

Now it is time to ask: what are the basic mechanisms by which human society destroys this 
wonderful cyclic engine of life? The root causes, that will make it possible to explore boundary
conditions for cure of un-sustainability at large? 

Scientific exploration has only come up with three basic mechanisms by which ecosystems, 
with their biodiversity running the life-sustaining bio-geochemical cycles, can be destroyed. 
We can destroy them by… 
1. …polluting them more and more (the funnel) with mined materials e.g phosphates in 

lakes from fertilizers, or fossil CO2 in the atmosphere from fossil fuels, 
2. …polluting them more and more with chemicals such as NOx from cow-urine in too

intense farming, pesticides from crop-land or chemicals from industry and consumer-
goods, 

3. …physically encroaching more and more e.g. by soil-compaction and too large clear-
cuts of forests, destructive irrigation of cropland lowering grown-water tables, or 
putting more and more asphalt on fertile land. 

So we know that a sustainable civilization in the future has ceased to run all those three
basic mechanisms of destruction. And the individual organization or sector wanting to be 
part of the solution, aiming towards the opening of the funnel, ought to develop a vision 
where it does not contribute to the violation of those mechanisms at the local, regional or 
global scales. Again, can this be done? Experience shows that it is not only possible, it is 
easier and more fun than any other alternative for sustainable development. And it will
help making better use of any tool or concept we may like to assist transitions. 
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Let us now take a look at social sustainability. Is this girl living in a socially sustainable 
society? We dont know really. Social sustainability does not mean utopia, or a 
wonderful situation. Social sustainability refers to a healthy social fabric, in particular
under severe conditions when we need a vital social system more than ever. So if this
girl lives in a socially sustainable system, there is probably cooperation in motion to 
improve her situation, built on a general sense of trust and common meaning across 
communities. Most likely she trusts her parents in general, they trust their respective 
bosses and they, in turn, trust their bosses too and so on. Which science shows 
means, that there is no general abuse of power in the system. 



Foto of a collapsed social system (segregated, distrustful,…).

Missimer, M., 2015. Social Sustainability within the Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development. Blekinge
Institute of Technology, Karlskrona, Sweden. Doctoral Dissertation Series No. 2015:09.

MECHANISMS OF DESTRUCTION

5 76 84

Health                 Influence Competence Impartiality Meaning-making

Trust

Diversity

Common-meaning…

Scientific exploration has shown that there are five possible structural obstacles in 
the way of trust seen as a general characterstic of a social system (i.e. not only trust 
between relatives and friends), i.e. abusive power-structures and norms upheld by 
those with power. 

In a socially sustainable society, there are no structural obstacles to Health (think
e.g. ”Working-conditions”),  Influence (think e.g. ”voting and polls”), Competence
(think e.g. ”learning programs at work”), Impartiality (think e.g. ”level of fairness”), 
and Meaning-making (think e.g. ”Freedom of  religion”). If you are interested to 
learn more, there are many ways for this, from scientific reports and articles of the 
special volume (see first slide) to easily-accessible manuals for how to improve
organizations by heading towards compliance with those principles. 
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“…boundary conditions within which the system can continue to 

function and evolve, outside of which it cannot.”                                                   

Missimer, 2015.

UNIFYING AND OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLES

Criteria
1 Necessary

2 Sufficient

3 General

4 Concrete

5 Non-overlapping

VISION

Core Purpose

Core Values

KPAs/KPIs

Again, those basic principles for ecological and social sustainability are designed to 
be robust for analysis and planning. It means they can be applied as boundary
conditions for redesign of anything to become sustainable. For boundary conditions
of any goal to be robust for analysis and planning, they need to comply with five
criteria. They need to be necessary (but not more to allow for non-prescriptive
creativity), sufficient (so that essential aspects of the goal are not forgotten), 
general (to be understood across sectors and disciplines and allow for co-creation), 
concrete (to allow for concrete real-life change), and non-overlapping (to provide
comprehension and allow for rational indicators of transitions). 
Obviously, for society at large, all sectors need to comply with those constraints
together. So growing numbers of communities are today not only developing
various subsystems individually to comply with those principles, but to do so 
together – agriculture, forestry, fisheries, traffic, energy, HR aspects…
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This slide captures it all! By use of the universal sustainability principles, any 
organization or sector can make an ABCD assessment of their operations. A is a vision 
complying with the basic principles (not contributing to violation of the principles at 
any scale). B is an outline of current challenges and strengths in context of that future 
vision. C is in outline of possible steps towards the vision, i.e. smart ways of solving 
the problems from the B-list. And D is about prioritizing the possibilities from the C-
list into a stepwise plan towards the opening of the funnel. If you read the terms 
under ’B’ and ’C’ you get the acronym which many business people use – SWOT 
analysis. Well, this slide presents a sustainability-SWOT. If you are really dreaming of a 
vision for your organization or sector, why putting it outside the boundary conditions 
of sustainability, outside what can be in the future? 
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Once the ABCD process has created a clear overview-plan where details no longer 
blurr the big picture, we can avoid reductionism also when it comes to tools. Once 
you and your colleagues/stakeholder have the (A) overall map of your vision within 
the boundary conditions of sustainability, (B) your overall strengths and challenges 
mapped out, (C) a good laundry list of opportunities for future steps, and (D) a 
prioritization plan for how to bridge the gap; now you are ready to see what tools you 
may want to help you bridge the gap, and now you will know how to best inform 
those tools to help you bridge your gap to sustainability. Outside of this 
understanding, all tools are more or less worthless since they are not tailor-used to 
your specific challenges and planning. The framework we are talking about is not a 
competitor to any other tool out there, it is there to help you chose the tools you may 
need for your specific transition, and it helps you inform the use of those tools to 
function cohesively together. Many tools and concepts are excellent, and they 
deserve a better fate than to be used with no understanding of how they relate to 
your mission. 
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Sustainability principles

• Concentrations of

substances from Earth’s

crust

• Concentrations of 

substances from societal 

production

• Physical degradation

• Social principles (health, 

influence, competence, 

impartiality, meaning-

making)

Innovation processes; 
Transformation; Efficiency; 

Governance
→Growth, Prosperity

?

ABCD for  P lane ta ry Boundar ies

M i s s e d  g l o b a l  p e r s p e c t i v e  f o r  p r i o r i t i z a t o n s ?  ( D )

An example of this is the Planetary Boundary concept, launched by Prof’s Rockström 
and Steffen et al. This slide is produced by Rockström, showing: for as long as we
keep violating the basic sustainability principles of the FSSD framework, we will keep
passing planetary boundary after planetary boundary, and more planetary boundaries
will be ”invented” as we continue on this dangerous trajectory. So, we cannot plan 
ahead by backing off from the trespassing one planetary boundary at the time, not 
the least since we trespass them together (”how large is my share”?) and since we
dont know all of them yet. We must guide our organizations, innovation programs, 
way of governance, ways of monitoring true efficiency and growth by use of the basic
sustainability principles – the violation of which causes the planetary problems in the 
first place. Once that is understood, we can use the Planetary Boundary concept as a 
way of helping us with the prioritizations at the D step of ABCD analyses. Or, in other
words, to avoid ”red-alert” of the Planetary boundary concept when we prioritize
actions in the planning of our own organizations and sectors. 
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The UN sustainability goals (UN SDGs) are interrelated descriptive stories about 
sustainability, but do not inform the individual organization how to apply them for re-
design. They are also overlapping, e.g. yet do not cover the full scope of sustainability. 
There are, for instance, gaps on what sustainable forestry or agriculture would entail, 
or how those two fundamental aspects of sustainability should influence the planning 
for sustainable energy and traffic systems. Yet, they represent a “global agreement” 
to inspire the world to become sustainable. The importance of this cannot be 
overrated, on one condition: That leaders on all levels everywhere learn to use them 
as a complement to their own systematic FSSD planning. The UN SDGs could, 
dependent on the main messages in each, be divided into three groups:
* Social SDGs: 1 No poverty; 3 Health and wellbeing; 4 Quality Education; 5 Gender 
equality; 8 Decent work and economic growth; 10 Reduced inequalities; 16 Piece 
Justice and Strong Institutions 
* Ecological SDGs: 2 Zero Hunger; 6 Clean water and Sanitation; 7 Affordable clean 
Energy; 12 Responsible consumption and production; 13 Climate action; 14 Life under 
water; 15 Life on Land. 
• Governance and administration: 9 Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure; 11 

Sustainable Cities and Communities; och 17 Partnerships for the Goals.
The hands-on way to use them strategically for the individual organization or planning 
objective, is to cross-read the respective ABCD analyses with the SDGs to see if 
anything is forgotten under respective A, B, C and D, and/or to inspire even more 
creativity when stakeholder networks and regional sectors compare notes between 
their respective ABCD assessments. 
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ABCD for  B iomimicry
N a t u r e  a s  a  t e a c h e r i n  t h e  C  s t e p

Biomimicry is Nature as a teacher of innovation. From small things like replacing
certain functions or materials , to larger societal structures like constructing a 
wetland as an alternative to building a new sewage plant for industrial water. 
Currently, this new science has offered a whole ”library” of possibilities, relevant for 
the greening of industry and society at large. It is easy to understand where it sits in 
the ABCD structure, under the C-list of innovative possibilities to be evaluated for 
strategic planning.  
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The last example is Circular Economy. It means progress through re-use  and recycling 
as much as possible, while capitalizing such savings. However, once you have 
understood the sustainability principles and the ABCD process, you can again use 
circular economy as a way of helping out under each of the ABCD levels. ”Where does 
our ABCD analysis detect opportunities for the capitalizing of material savings and 
recycling? You will then detect other questions as well that Circular economy will not 
help you with. How much needs to be recycled to arrive at compliance with the basic 
sustainability principles? The answer is that all materials are different in this context. 
Another question is, what should not be recycled but phased out of use since it will 
be too dangerous or costly to use recycling for manageing them within the 
sustainbility boundary conditions. An example could be CFCs, or Plutonium, they 
should certainly not be recycled. And finally, what aspects have got nothing to do 
with any kind of flows, e.g. the weight of machinery in forestry and agriculture, or the 
size of clear-cuttings, or destructive ways of fishing or putting asphalt on farm-land 
or…. And what economic aspects are left out of circular economy e.g. the distribution 
of income-differences and how those influence trust in a system. Putting Circular 
economy in context of your plan towards the full scope of sustainability may help you 
capitalize some of the steps there, while avoiding the risk of missing the majority of 
sustainability challenges you have. 
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ABCD FOR DOUGHNUT

An ABCD analysis of the Doughnut concept gives a very similar result to that of the Planetary Boundary
Concept, (see previous slide). Which is not odd, the Doughnut concept departures from the very Planetary
Boundary concept. Here follows some important aspects around the Doughnut model:

1. Symptoms and problem-areas to think about are not operational definitions. Exactly like Rockström arrived
at for Planetary Boundaries (see his previous slide), problem areas to ”think about” e.g. ”ocean acidification”, 
or ”housing”, is not enough. We need to know how to think about those areas. To that end, we need a 
definition of what sustainability implies for organizations. First, you need to know why we have the growing
impacts within the problem areas in the first place. For complex planning in complex systems, ”backing away
from symptoms” is far from strategic. For rational re-design you need to know the underlying mechanisms
behind those symptoms (see previous slide again). Compare also to the analogy of cancer-cure. All patients 
died for as long as we only chased symptoms while not understanding the basic mechanisms of all the 
symptoms. It was only when the root-cause was on the table (cancer is a monoclonal disease), we could
define cancer cure ((i) killing the last cancer stem-cell (ii) without killing the patient). 

2. Un-known problems not tackled. Over and above that ”thinking of problem areas and symptoms” does not 
provide any definition for how the appropriate re-design should occur, the Doughnut approach has other
gaps as well. Again, in line with Rockström (see previous slide): for as long as you continue to ”fixing
symptoms” while allowing the underlying flaws of basic design to prevail, more and hithertoo un-known
problem-areas will pop-up (marked by Rockström’s question-marks, see previous slide). 

3. ”Safe space” says little or nothing to the individual planner or organization. Global numbers for specific
impacts within problem areas (see Doughnut’s ”safe space”) does not help the individual planning. Say, for 
instance, that we had global emission data for all kinds of emissions violating the first and second principles, 
including safe limits for such emissions to be integrated in the assimilation capacity of the biosphere, this
says nothing about, for instance, what an individual organization should do. If that would work, you first
need to calculate the global ”Safe space” for those same emissions (see Doughnut image above) and then, 
based on the global data, calculating the ”allowed emission data-share” for the individual organization, and 
then entering global negotiations to make an agreement between all actors on Earth to accept those
calculations and the ”shares” that would follow. How could this possibly ever work? Again the FSSD has 
thought this through in a way rigourous for definitions as well as for strategic action: since there is an 
emission problem to the Oceans, say emissions of fossil CO2 (SP 1) and NOx (SP 2) sustainable re-design 
implies that you don’t contribute to those emissions at all, i.e. at any level. 

4. No methodological advise. The Doughnut does not provide any rigorous methodological advice on how to 
get to any sustainable vision – flawed or robust. Again, ”thinking about a methodological area”, e.g. a 
”regenerative and distributive economy” is not enough. 

The ABCD way of thinking cracks the above problems. 
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A B C D  F O R  I N D I C A T O R S .  
B E F O R E  N U M E R I C  I N D I C A T O R S :  D I G I T A L  ” Y E S ”  O R  ” N O ”  I N D I C A T O R S

O N  L E A D E R S H I P

• Do you have an operational definition of ecological and social sustainability? (A)

• What are, based on this definition, your major sustainability challenges? (B)

• What does the organization do to bridge those challenges? (ABCD planning)

• Is definition intergrated in organization’s business goals? (A)

• Is economical self-benefit well known in the organization? (D )

• Is integrated business goal part of R&D and all large investment decisions?  

• Is integrated goal well known amongst stakeholders and value chains? 

• Are all tools and concepts aligned with integrated goal?

• With ”yes” on those questions, ABCD will help delivering more relevant numeric indicators that come       

i    in two categories, organizational and systemic, see following slides.

From this understanding follows directly a possibility to develop strategic indicators
for sustainable development:
First: ”yes” or ”no” indicators for strategic leadership. 

When the basic ABCD structure for strategic sustainable analyses, envisioning, 
planning, monitoring and communicaiton is in place, and shared within the 
organization and in stakeholder networks and value chains, numeric indicators will
follow the structure and add real value to the monitoring of transitions. And vice 
versa. In the lack of clarity on sustainable goals (A), current critical challenges in 
relation to such goals are naturally missing (B), followed by structural gaps when
possible measures in relation to such goals are to be evaluated (C), and prioritized
(D). This unnecessarily reduce the value of numeric indicators. Monitoring of 
organizational transitions by reductionist indicators may even lead into costly
suboptimizations and blind alleys. For instance indicating CO2 reductions that follow
strategies towards visions that are impossible e.g. a future where fossil fuels have
been replaced by biofuels. 

Once in place, i.e. ”yes” on the firm strategic overview indicators, numeric indicators
follow more naturally, see next slides. 
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T H E N :  O R G A N I Z A T I O N A L N U M E R I C I N D I C A T O R S

Are we following our plan, e.g. towards the zero-

budgets of SP violations in our vision ”A”?

”Organizational numeric indicators”, are indicators answering the question ”do we
follow our plan?” E.g. reducing use-of-fossil-fuel budgets throughout value chains
aiming at ”A” (i.e. zero use). Key numbers can be developed that relate use of fossil 
energy to the total use of energy. Another example would be to indicate a move
towards 100% compliance with the social sustainability principles, as indicated by 
polls in organizations. E.g. indicating the development of good light and un-harmful
noice at a factory’s workplaces, under sustainability principle 4.
Indicating the follow-up on plans like this, may later be possible to indicate as 
”reduced accidents at workplaces”, see the next category of numeric indicators.   
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METAL IN TOP SOIL

(mg/kg)

WEATHERING 

(W)

(kton/year)

MINING

(M)

(kton/year)

FOSSIL FUELS

(F)

(kton/year)

(M+F) / W

Aluminum

Al

72 000 1 100 000 18 000 34 000 0,047

Iron

Fe

26 000 390 000 540 000 34 000 1,5

Tin

Ti

2 900 44 000 2 500 1 700 0,095

Chrome

Cr

54 830 3 800 34 4,6

Copper

Cu

25 380 9 000 55 24

Lead

Pb

19 290 3 300 85 12

Cadmium

Cd

0,35 5,3 20 3,4 4,4

Mercury

Hg

0,09 1,4 5,2 10 11

Finally: Systemic Numeric Indicators

With an example of global indicators from Electrolux, guiding 

organizational phase out of copper

Systemic Numeric Indicators reflect larger systems. It may be, for instance, the planetary perspective as in the 
planetary boundaries concept (see this concept further in detail in this presentation), helpful for prioritizations of 
actions in an organization’s D step. Systemic Numeric indicators may also reflect more local systems, answering the 
question ”is the result from following our plan the desired one in the region?” E.g.  ”Did the birds of prey recover in 
the neighbourhood of our factory from our following our mercury budget moving towards zero use? Did sick-leave go 
down from our move towards compliance with the social principles?”
The picture reflect numeric indicators on flows and concentrations of metals at the planetary level. When Electrolux 
asked for systemic indicators at this scale, the planetary, it was to draw useful information to management of metals
towards a sustainable furture. The scientists behind the ABCD mindset provided what was asked for; the figure
summarizes an exerpt from this:

In the left column we find some metals and their acronyms from the periodic chart. In the next column we see numbers
for the corresponding metal’s natural abundancy in top-soils of nature. The next column shows how large amounts of 
that metal that are naturally brought from the Earth’s crust (the litosphere) to nature (the biosphere) – i.e. the sum of 
weathering and volcano-eruptions. The column after that shows how much metals that are brought up by society from 
the Earth’s crust in various mining-processes. The comparison of those two ’litosphere to biosphere’ flows reveals the 
answer about future risks of using a certain metal. Even if we would want to pollute nature by increasing the 
concentrations of aluminium there, we wouldn’t stand a chance. Due to the naturally huge flows of aluminum from the 
Earth’s crust, it would be like trying to pollute an aquarium by putting more water into it. The index-column to the far 
right shows the relationships. Society’s flows of aluminum from the litosphere to the biosphere are but 0,047 of natural
flows. Compare this with, say, copper. Society’s flows are 24 times higher than natural flows. Given the combined effect
of the ’principle of matter-conservation’ (matter does not disappear), and the second law of thermodynamics (matter
has a tendency to disperse over time), the right column gives us a good estimate of a ”future-contamination-factor”. 
There is also another risk with metals that are normally very scarce in soils, over and above the potential concentration-
increase per se: the species of nature have evolved with very low back-ground levels of metals with high numbers, e.g. 
zero amounts of plutonium in nature. Nowadays, the nuclear power and arms’ industries have allowed small amounts of 
this metal to enter the biosphere. It is the most toxic matter we know of, with huge risks for life already at extremely
small concentrations. 
So a sustainable use of metals, in particular those that are normally very scarce in nature, require rigorous and tight 
technical loops to create but minimal leakages of the corresponding metals into nature. We can, for instance, not have
them in consumer-goods unless we organize leasing-systems and other measures to guarantee close to 100% recycling. 
As a result from Electrolux understanding the chart of indicators, they decided to move away from copper in their
productions, and instead use aluminium that works as well – including use in electric wires. And to develop business 
models built around leasing. 
-Having said this, it is important to look also at other risks regarding SP1 for various uses of metals – when we mine by 
use of fossil fuels we violate this principle as well. Finally, there are aspects around other sustainability principles too. 
Think of intergenerational justice for instance, SP 7, if we would allow ourselves to waste metals such as aluminium and 
defend this by their low contamination numbers – all around sustainable use of metals is not about toxicity.

Conclusion: we can use systemic indicators at various scales to inform strategic use of operational indicators. The task is 
to see exactly how this can be done, and the answer is the ABCD mindset where ”A” is modelled to not contribute to 
violation of any of the sustainability principles of the FSSD – at any scale including the planetary. 



This brings us to a cross-sector planning model. If all actors in a value-chain, or 
region, do their respective ABCDs, they can compare notes, and find opportunities to 
synergies and cooperation. And vice versa, if all of them have their different ”stories” 
about sustainability, but no valid and rigorous definition of it, how could they possibly
move systematically into a future where they together comply with basic principles 
they are not aware of? 
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This slide shows an implementation model of cross-sector cooperation over time. A 
draft vision within the sustainability principles is created, it is applied for ABCD 
assessments by experts from different important domains. And this group compare 
notes, and turn jointly to people who are leaders and managers in charge of money, 
and propose their steps forward. The group of leaders in charge do the same – assess 
the ABCD proposals from the experts, and return back with their reactions. Iteratively 
used over time, this model has shown to improve and flesh-out the vision to become 
more and more tangeable and attractive, while in active use. It is a mistake to work 
with the vision first, and only then begin using it. This model is designed after more 
than 20 years testing of FSSD applications in business and regions and cities, and the 
most successful applicants have provided input to this ”ideal” model for 
implementation. It is now implemented anew in a number of regions and 
municipalities, and on Åland – the first country using FSSD as its overembracing 
strategic model for Sustainable Development. 
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HOW MUCH GENERIC DETAIL FOLLOW under 

“A” FROM THE SUSTAINABILITY PRINCIPLES? 

Spatial planning 

absolutely key!

Once we have stopped ”cheating” with un-sustainable energy from fossil fuels and 
nuclear power (i.e. linear material flows from the Earth’s crust that inherently have
not future), everything will be a struggle for areas or ”surfaces” on earth. The 
future of civilization relies completely on our competence to plan ahead with this
in mind, spatial planning. So think for a minute of our need for areas on Earth. 
What type of areas are essential for life and sustainability, and how would you
order those functions by their relative importance? 
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It occupies areas…
1. For nature and its biodiversity to run the cycles of nature on which all of society

is totally dependent, 
2. To produce food – we need enough food, until we can plan for anything else. 

This is how civilization started in the first place, i.e. farmers learning to feed the 
rest of us while we could specialize on other things that are also essential for 
civilization, 

3. To create resources for anything else that civilization needs, e.g. timber or 
primary energy for recycling, and

4. Finally the infrastructure of civilization takes it toll from the areas that are given 
to us on our finite planet. 
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Any timely leader towards the future needs to consider a few easy-to-understand 
imperatives that follow the sustainability principles of any possible future:
• Possible. The idea as such that the future can be attractive and possible within 

sustainability constraints, i.e. basic principles of sustainabilty. 
• Better economy. A step-wise planning to get there is growingly the dominating 

determinator for success on more and more sustainability driven markets. 
• We need to co-create possible futures by use of expertise around (i) resource 

potentials, (ii) spatial feasibility, (iii) technical expertice and (iv) governance 
modelling and  co-creating futures within the basic sustainability principles. 

• Once this obvious big picture is clear, the rest is intuitive!
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This slide displays how attractively this can be modelled. The city of Eindhoven 
decided to apply the FSSD for the city just like Philips, having it’s head office there, 
was applying it for their innovation- and sustainability teams: The idea of survival of 
Eindhoven, defined by robust boundary conditions for cross-sector modelling, and 
then getting there systematically…
The result can be seen on the homepage of Eindhoven. The city is electrified as 
regards energy and traffic. The hole fuel-sector is removed because of this – all 
vehicles are directly charged on the grid. No smoke-stacks or emissions anywhere. A 
diverse blend of sustainable energy is fed into smart grids and new innovations of 
energy-conservation and energy storages, a digital economy makes sure that house 
owners with photovoltaics on their roofs can reduce their electric bills by the amount 
of electricity they produce to the grid. The spatial (area-)planning is called 
”decentralized concentration”, or in other words – cities are no longer characterized 
by urban sprawl. The planning of cities and suburbs instead respects and protects the 
surrounding areas that feed them, people travel by area-effective fast trains from 
suburbs to cities and back, people bike and walk to purchase whatever they need that 
has been transported to shops by efficient electrified boats, trains, trucks with 
elegant logistics. And around it all, you find forestry and farmlands, all managed 
within the same boundary conditions as the city itself. It is attractive, it is doable, the 
innovations to make it happen is out there. This way of thinking should be owned by 
all leaders of tomorrow, not only people concerned with sustainable forestry or 
farming. All actors should think like this: what can I,or our organization, do to support 
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a transition to this attractive future, where are the stakeholders that would like to co-
create it with me or us, and how can we move stepwise together to avoid the walls of 
the funnel, have more fun, and serve as role models for all? 
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So, the second slide again. This whole presentation is really completely intuitive for 
any strategic thinker. Complex goals in complex systems call for boundary conditions 
by which you can be innovative and co-create “outside of the box”. The main mission 
of this presentation is to present modern science that makes this possible – at last. 
We hope, as much, to inspire – knowing how to succeed, from a robust overview, is 
an underestimated source of enthusiasm. Fortunately, a growing number of leaders 
and organizations are currently learning how to apply this attitude in reality, learning 
by doing. And by learning this, they can also put all kinds of tools and concepts in 
context, UN SDGs, Circular economy, Footprinting, i.e increasing their value. 
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System

Success

Strategic

Actions

Tools

1

2

3

4

5

Project < stakeholder network < civilization < biosphere

Definition of success within sustainability constraints

Strategic guidelines, mainly ABCD instructions

Everything concrete that is planned and followed-up

ISO 14001, LCA, Footprints, Planetary boundaries, 

Circular economy, Modelling, Simulation...

U N I F Y I N G F R A M E W O R K F O R  
S T R A T E G I C S U S T A I N A B L E D E V E L O P M E N T

( F S S D )

A,B,C,D … … … … … … … … … … … … …

???

---

+++

It is tight…

This is the FSSD in a nutshell, a tight framework to operationalize the full scope of the 
sustainability challenge. 
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Systems

Success

Strategic

Actions

Tools

1

2

3

4

5

F I V E L E V E L S I N  F S S D  I S  S U P P O R T  T O O L F O R  
APP LY ING F S S D  I N  R E A L I T Y ( P I N G - P O N G )

D

VisionC
A

B

Again, effective processes occur as ”ping-ponging” of ideas between the five levels of the FSSD and the A, B, C and 
D respectively. 
FSSD 1. At the systems level, a crude sketch of the system, relevant to the topic, is produced. It may be a 
company outlining its societal dependencies including its value chain. Or, in our case for 3 february, ”business 
leaders of our un-sustainable world, acting across their value chains and stakeholder networks, but without
knowing what sustainability is and, consequently, acting accordingly and creating the funnel”. 
FSSD 2. Given the analysis at 1., an overall sketch of Success is developed. In our case, as a response to the 
systems outline above, it would be ”our future business leaders understand the business case of sustainability
and how to define it”. 

A. That image of success is now moved to the opening of the funnel as ”A”, followed by the BCD flow. After
production of the B, C and D lists of the first session, ’A’ may need to change a bit when people meet for the 
next round of ABCD: 

The new B-step, producing a new laundry list of current challenges and strenghts in relation to A, may call for a 
slight modification of the A, which may call for a modification of – say – the first systems level of FSSD. An 
example could be to introduce well informed stakeholders other than those belonging to the supply chain, for 
instance politicians, as the new goal under ’A’. Perhaps formulated as – ’politicians involved in our future product
service systems’. 

This may lead to a new C-item in the forthcoming ABCD workshop: ”Lars interviews parliament politician
Svensson” (to report back at next ABCD session). 

At next session, Lars explains that Svensson really wanted to help, and asked for a more comprehensive outline of
all the societal dependencies of the company. On the new C list, a decision of ”a more thorough mapping of value
chain and stakeholder networks” is made (Exploring FSSD level 1 more in depth to come up with an even more
rigorous defininition of success with its strategic goals under A) . 

In this way, ”ping-pong” occurs, in a non-interrupted flow, between the five-level FSSD, the contents of the goal
(A), as well as the aspects under the levels B, C and D in iterative ABCD workshops. 



S T E P W I S E
– A  C O O P E R A T I V E G R O U P O F  B U S I N E S S  O R G A N I Z A T I O N S

I N  S W E D E N  COO P E R A T I NG A R O U N D A B C D  -

Polarbread – Bakery chain

Soya Group – Shipping

Wallenius water – Water purification

Beckers – Industrial Coatings company

Gullspång Invest – Risk capital, mainly for foods

Girindus – Risk capital, mainly forestry

SPP/Storebrand – Investment company

Siaglass – Icecream

Sisyfos group – consulting for cross-sector city building

Northvolt – huge battery production, mainly electric cars.
N O W :  H O W T O  M O D E R A T E  T H E I R A B C D S E S S I O N S

This is a unique project, asking company owners and CEOs from many different 
business sectors advice: how can we empower the impact of FSSD, and speed up its
dissemination also to other leaders including politicians? 
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• Inspire ideas to flow between B, C and D. Listen, take 
short notes as “telegram text”, and confirm that this fits 
the intent. 

• Focus on putting things where they belong under 
A,B,C,D. 

• Coach discussions on B&C&D lists for learning: (i) more 
aspects (ii) trashing/changing and  (iii) and capture ?-
marks for further research (e.g. “to find out” under D-
list).

Some important advice to ABCD 

moderator

• When the listing of B, C and D aspects goes on in the creative group work, let the flow go 
and listen carefully so that you list the suggestions at the right position in the B,C,D 
diagram. Take notes, e.g. on a white-board, and do this in “telegram-style” while asking 
the participants if the abridged version on the whiteboard captures their ideas. It is 
important that the style is short and snappy, while capturing the contents (thus serving 
the memory well of what was said until its time for reporting). As the ping-ponging goes 
on, more aspects will automatically surface if you listen carefully. 

• Somebody may say “but we are already doing X small-scale” when the C-list is created; 
so the facilitator writes “X” on the B list, and perhaps “scaling up of X” on the C list. 
When somebody says “bromine anti-flammables” as the C-list under sustainability 
principle 1 (S.P. 1) is written, say “very good” and add it under S.P. 2 while explaining 
why it belongs there. 

• Don’t hesitate to scrutinize suggestions by asking questions. In a way this is a sin in 
brain-storming, but if the attitude is right this needs not disturb the flow but add to the 
learning. Somebody may say that Titanium should be a problem under B, SP1, and the 
facilitator may know that this is not totally right. So why not ask the group if anybody 
knows if Titanium is scarce element or not? And why not take this opportunity and ask 
for other things that may be a greater problem from Ti mining, which may lead to fossil 
fuels for mining as well as for reduction (purification of minerals from the ore), as well as 
to strip-mining under S.P 3. And, very importantly, please listen also for un-certain 
aspects and list them as question marks for later survey. If nobody knows if the 
concentrations of Titanium from mining is increasing in natural systems or not, add it as 
a question mark on the S.P1-list under B, and under the “to-do-list” under C. This is one 
of the advantages by using a principled definition of success as opposed to “fixing” 
known impacts. Understanding the sustainability principles means that also un-known 
aspects for later survey can be detected by question marks under B, followed by 
proposing a measure to find out later under C.

• Using A,B,C,D is not a one-timer, but in fact the major way of learning strategic 
sustainable development – i.e. by doing it in the real life situation and re-evaluating the 
“game” (organization or project) as it unfolds. 



Organization of break-outs and table-conversations

• People cluster and sit where they like.

• Same questions for all.

• ”Chairman” at each table keeps time and takes ”telegram-”notes. 

• Then: moderator runs dialogue with all in plenum.  

• Notes are taken also from the plenum conversation.  

• Scribbles from each table are collected. 

• Concluding draft is sent out to all for final remarks and approval.

• Final report is sent to all.

• Finished!

• (Follow-ups, again; ”what’s done from last time to be put under new B-list”, 

how does this trigger new C-list and ”what is the new D list?” and so on…)  

This format of group discussions has proven very efficient to get rich results within
tight time-constraints. It allows for reaching far during only a couple of hours with
large numbers of people, and with a strong feeling of active co-creation and 
community building. 
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ISO14001

Policy

Planning

Implementing

Control

Top-
management 
presentation

Amended
Policy followed
by Contionous
improvement

Top-management active

1. Sustainable vision (A)

2. Current situation (B)

3. Possible measures (C) 

4. Prioritizations (D)

Management is to do things right, leadership is to do the right things (from Peter 

Drucker & Warren Bennis). This slide pictures how easy it is to bring the 

strategic ABCD perspective into an administrative management tool, 

ISO14001, and thereby transfer this to a tool for administration of systematic

conversations between top-managements and sustainability management.
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Fuzzy Logics 
Systems View of Life
System Dynamics
Complex-Adaptive-Systems 
Integral-theory
Cynefin framework…

Ecological Economics
Bio-economy
Circular economy
Doughnut
Business modelling
Fifth Discipline
CSR… 

UN SDGs
Planetary boundaries

Scenario-planning
Future Search
Open space…

Box filled with informed sophisticated concepts

Direct tools

Business and
Economy

Ecological and
Social

Dialogue and 
Process

Clear purpose in (ABCD) Clear action agenda out

In conclusion, any tool/program/tool to deal with complexity directly, or indirectly
through various means within the fields ’business and economy’, ’ecological and 
social systems’, or ’dialogue and process’ should be informed by robust boundary
conditions for ’purpose’ with its robust ABCD logic for backcasting from such
boundary conditions. With a robust definition of this you can determine how the 
various tools relate to it, what aspects they cover, and thereby how they can be used
cohesively together. 
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